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Abstract: We propose a method that generates input features to effectively classify
low-dimensional data. To do this, we first generate high-order terms for the input
features of the original low-dimensional data to form a candidate set of new input fea-
tures. Then, the discrimination power of the candidate input features is quantitatively
evaluated by calculating the ‘discrimination distance’ for each candidate feature. As a
result, only candidates with a large amount of discriminative information are selected
to create a new input feature vector, and the discriminant features that are to be used
as input to the classifier are extracted from the new input feature vectors by using a
subspace discriminant analysis. Experiments on low-dimensional data sets in the UCI
machine learning repository and several kinds of low-resolution facial image data show
that the proposed method improves the classification performance of low-dimensional
data by generating features.
Keywords: feature generation, input feature selection, feature extraction, discrimi-
nant distance, low-dimensional data, data classification.
1 Introduction
Advances in information technology have resulted in a rapid increase in the amount of digital
data that is available, and a significant amount of research has been carried out to develop tools
to extract useful and necessary information from vast amounts of data. Such tools are currently
being applied in various fields, including biometrics (e.g., iris, fingerprint and face recognition),
data mining, diagnosis systems and pattern classification [22,26].
When working with data samples, which are represented as ‘input features’, feature extrac-
tion methods can effectively improve classification performance by extracting useful information.
When there are input features in a data sample, feature extraction methods find projection vec-
tors to get new features containing the maximal information for problem solving [4,14,15,27,31].
Then, an input data sample is represented by a set of new features (feature vector), each of which
is a linear combination of the input features.
The different feature extraction methods have different properties, and the appropriate
method must be used corresponding to the characteristics of the data and the problem that is to
be solved, e.g., data representation, classification, restoration, etc. Common feature extraction
methods such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [27] and Linear Discriminant Analysis
Copyright ©2018 CC BY-NC
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(LDA) [15] have been the basis to develop other methods, including Null space LDA (NLDA) [4],
Biased Discriminant Analysis (BDA) [31], etc. In these methods, data is stored in vector form,
and the appropriate features are extracted using a covariance matrix which is appropriately de-
fined depending on the problem to be solved. Methods such as MatFLDA [5], Two-Dimensional
LDA (2DFLD) [29], Composite LDA (C-LDA) [18] and Composite BDA (C-BDA) [17] use an im-
age covariance matrix instead of the covariance matrix. These image covariance-based methods
can be used effectively for data in which input features are strongly correlated [17]. C-LDA can
be viewed as a generalized image covariance-based method because C-LDA becomes identical to
the 2DLDA or MatFLDA form when the composite vector is defined as a row or column vector.
In classification problems, an object is described as an array of attributes to search for the
underlying patterns in the object. These attributes are represented as numerical values, which
are stored in a vector form (input feature vector) [8]. For example, for blood test data for a
person in a hospital, the dimension of the data is the number of test items. Even when using the
same object, the attributes can be defined in different ways depending on the problem that is to
be classified. For example, when classifying a dog, attributes such as food or skeletal structure
can be used to classify species of mammals, amphibians, and the like, and when distinguishing
individual objects belonging to the same group of animals, attributes such as hair color, size,
age, etc. can be used. However, when expressing an object with attributes in this manner, the
number of attributes is limited, and it is usually represented using low-dimensional data. On
the other hand, temporal sensing data such as speech, or spatial data such as images is usually
stored as high-dimensional data. Even such data is often reduced and stored as low-dimensional
data such as a thumbnail image in order to effectively use the data in a small device, which has
a relatively small computing power.
Most feature extraction methods mentioned above use a statistical correlation of input fea-
tures and extract features from the shape information of the pixels constituting the image, so
their classification performance is limited when the number of input features is too small and
is affected by the resolution of the image. In the case of the DCV method, which offers a high
performance for generic high-dimensional data, the dimension of the null space may decrease
or disappear when the dimension of the data decreases. Therefore, it is necessary to generate
meaningful features from the input features to effectively utilize the existing data classification
techniques with low-dimensional data.
In this paper, we propose an input feature generation method for classification of low-
dimensional data. According to the Theorem of Cover [10], if data samples are not distributed
linearly and separably, they can be made into a linearly separated distribution through con-
version into higher dimensions. Many methods use kernel functions to convert low-dimensional
data into higher dimensions [9,24,28,30]. These methods use a kernel matrix instead of directly
computing kernel functions because doing so would require extensive computation. However, in
this case, since the value of the high-dimensional data that is created can not be confirmed, even
if the feature corresponding to the individual dimension of the high-dimensional data includes
unnecessary information that do not help in classification, they can not be removed or separately
used. In the proposed method, new input features are generated by adding a higher order term
of individual input features, and the separability power for the original input features and the
generated input features is measured using the discriminant distance scale [21]. Then, only fea-
tures with high discrimination information are selectively used during data classification. The
new input features improves the performance of existing discriminant feature extraction methods
especially when classifying low-dimensional data. We recently investigated the feature generation
method for face recognition and presented preliminary results in [6]. In this paper, we provide
a more detailed analysis of the method, as well as an extensive discussion, and we apply the
method to other classification problems other than face recognition. Through experiments on
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various low-dimensional data sets, we confirmed that the classification performance is improved
when using the proposed input feature generation method. The results of the experiment for
low-resolution facial images show that the proposed method offers a higher recognition rate than
when the resolution of such images is increased via interpolation.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we examine the effect of the data
dimension on the classification performance. Then, we describe the feature generation method
and the optimal input feature selection method. Finally, the experimental results are described
and the conclusion follows.
2 Effect of data dimensionality on classification performance
2.1 Subspace discriminant analysis
Subspace discriminant analysis methods represent a data sample as an n-dimensional vector
x. LDA, NLDA and BDA are representative methods of these subspace discriminant analysis
methods. When there are N data samples with C classes and Ni samples for each class ci(i =
1, ...,C ), the within class scatter matrix SW and the between class scatter matrix SB can be
defined as follows:
SW =
C∑
i=1
∑
xk∈ci
(xk − µi)(xk − µi)T ,
SB =
C∑
i=1
Ni(µi − µ)(µi − µ)T
(1)
where µi is the average of the samples in class ci and µ is the average of all N samples.
LDA finds a projection matrix WFisher = [µ1, · · · ,wC−1] consisting of projection vectors
wl(l = 1, · · · , C − 1) that satisfies the following objective function. This means that the LDA
constructs a feature space that maximizes the covariance between the other classes while min-
imizing the covariance between the same classes in the range space of SW [15]. WLDA can be
obtained by calculating the eigenvectors of S−1W SB.
WFisher = argmaxW
∣∣W TSBW ∣∣
|W TSWW | (2)
Unlike the LDA, which uses the range space of SW , the NLDA uses the null space of SW
containing more discriminating information [4]. That is, a projection matrix WDCV satisfying
the following objective function is obtained in a space of
∣∣W TSWW ∣∣ = 0 and ∣∣W TSBW ∣∣ 6= 0.
WDCV = argmax
T
|WTSWW |=0
∣∣W TSBW ∣∣ (3)
NLDA shows good performance especially when the number of input features of the data samples
and the null space of SW are large.
BDA is a modified form of LDA. Unlike LDA, which maximizes the distance of the mean
values of classes in a multi-class classification problem, the BDA aims to classify one class of
interest and the rest [31]. The BDA constructs a positive sample in the form of a normal
distribution, and negative samples constitute a feature space that is distributed away from the
mean of positive samples, and has the following objective function. Assuming that (i) the data
samples xP and xN are positive and negative samples, respectively, (ii) their numbers are NP
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and NN , respectively, and (iii) the average of the positive samples is µP , the scatter matrix of
the positive samples SP and the scattering matrix for the negative samples are defined as shown
in Eq. (4). The objective function of BDA is defined as shown in Eq. (5).
SP =
NP∑
k=1
(xPk − µP )(xPk − µP )T
SN =
NN∑
k=1
(xNk − µP )(xNk − µP )T
(4)
WBDA = argmaxW
∣∣W TSNW ∣∣
|W TSPW | (5)
To avoid the small sample size problem [11], we use ν and γ instead of SRN = (1−ν)SN+ νn tr[SNI]
and SRP = (1− γ)SP + γn tr[SP I] by using a regularization factor SN and SP for each scattering
matrix [31]. After investigating classification rates for various values of ν and γ, we set ν and γ
to 0 and 0.1, respectively.
In the subspace-based analyses, after finding W in the training phase, the feature vector
(y ∈ Rm×1, m < n) for a given sample x can be obtained through a linear transformation
as y = W Tx. Also, the problem is effectively solved by defining the covariance matrices and
objective function according to the particular type of problem. However, the number of input
features should be secured for the covariance analysis of the input features to be successful.
Besides, some methods, such as NLDA, may not be able to conduct an analysis if the number
of input features is less than the number of samples. Therefore, to more efficiently use subspace
discriminant analysis, it is necessary to ensure a certain number of input features.
2.2 Classification performance over data dimensionality
To confirm the effect of the dimension of the data sample on the classification performance in
the subspace discriminant analysis, it is necessary to examine how the classification rate changes
with respect to the data representing the same object with vectors of different dimensions. As
an example, we performed recognition experiments on facial images with various resolutions [6].
We have experimented on images with 120×100, 60×50, 30×25, 24×20 and 15×12 resolution for
the FERET database [25], CMU-PIE database [1], Yale B [12] and Yale database [32] database
(Fig. 1). The NLDA method was used for 120×100, 60×50, 30×25, and 24×20 images, and the
LDA method [2] was used for 15×12 images because there is no null space of SW .
As can be seen in Fig. 2, the recognition rate decreases as the resolution decreases in all
databases. The recognition rate of the 15×12 images, which can not use the NLDA method,
is significantly lower than that for the 120×100 to 24×20 images because the applicable clas-
sification methods are limited when the dimension of the data is low. As a result, when data
is a dimension higher than a certain level, it is possible to attempt effective classification using
various methods. On the other hand, the variations in illumination and facial expression in facial
images can be regarded as a kind of noise. In this sense, the FERET database, which has less
variation in images than the CMU-PIE, Yale B and Yale databases, can be regarded as relatively
noiseless.
The results of the experiment for the FERET database show that the recognition rates for
120×100, 60×50 and 24×20 images are almost the same. This indicates that, when the influence
of the noise is not large, if the dimension of the data becomes larger than a certain level, there
is no further advantage in classification accuracy, and the amount of unnecessary calculation
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 1: Examples from (a) CMU-PIE database. (b) Yale B database. (c) FERET database.
(d) Yale database.
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Figure 2: Face recognition rates for various face image resolutions.
increases due to data redundancy. Therefore, to efficiently classify the data, it is necessary to
construct appropriately sized data.
3 Feature generation and construction of optimal features
As noted above, low-dimensional data samples may have limitations when classified only with
the original input features. Therefore, to improve the performance of the data classification, it is
desirable to increase the separability of the samples by converting the dataset with the samples
into a high-dimensional space through a non-linear transformation ϕ(·) (Cover’ theorem [10],
Fig. 3). One simple way to increase the dimension of the input feature space is to create and
add a higher order term from the input features of the data sample.
In this paper, we use the correlation between the input features as a new feature by adding
the quadratic term (xixj , (i, j = 1, ..., n)) of the input features (pixels) of the data sample
(x = [x1, ..., xn]T ). The dimension of the data increases through the addition of a higher order
nnew as follows.
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(Low-dimensional)
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Figure 3: Cover’s theorem.
nnew =
(
n+ 2− 1
2
)
+ n =
(n+ 2− 1) !
2 !(n− 1) ! + n =
(n2 + 3n)
2
(6)
Since the dimension of the input feature space increases through feature generation, the
accuracy of the whole classification can be improved. However, at the same time, the amount of
computation needed in the classifier increases due to the increase in dimensionality. Furthermore,
if the dimension of the feature space increases beyond a certain level, the classification accuracy
would be rather reduced due to overfitting or the like. This phenomenon is called the "curse of
dimensionality" [23]. This happens because as the dimension of the feature vector increases, the
volume of the feature space increases exponentially, so the number of data samples required to
effectively utilize the huge feature space also increases. However, there is a limit to collecting
the necessary data samples in reality.
Since all generated input features do not have a positive effect on the classification perfor-
mance, creating a feature is not itself a solution to the problem. For example, for an image with a
size of 100×120, according to Eq. (6), 16290 input features can be created by adding a quadratic
term, and some of these features are useful for classification, while others have little effect in
solving the classification problems. Therefore, to obtain the optimal classification performance,
it is necessary to generate only useful input features to construct a new input feature space of
the appropriate dimensions.
Using the proposed method, the amount of discriminative information of individual features is
quantitatively measured before using the original input features and the generated input features
in the classification process. Then, based on the results of the measurement, only features with a
large amount of discriminative information are selected to construct a new input feature vector,
and the discriminant features that are to be used for classification are extracted using subspace
discriminant analysis on the new input feature vectors xSFG.
The separability of the individual features is measured using the discriminant distance scale
[21]. The distance between the different classes and the class can be defined as follows for a j-th
component (feature) of xFG, where xFG ∈ Rnnew×1 is a data sample including newly generated
input features.
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Figure 4: Overall procedure of the proposed method.
DjW =
C∑
i=1
Ni
N(Ni − 1)
∑
xFGkj ∈ci
(xFGkj − µji )
2
DjB =
C∑
i=1
Ni
N
(µji − µj)2
(7)
, where µji and µ
j are the j-th component of the mean of class ci and all training data samples,
respectively. The discriminant distance of the j-th feature from Eq. (7) can be defined as
(1/σj)[DjB − βDjW ], σj = (1/(N − 1))
∑N
k=1(x
FG
kj −mj)2 [21], which can be used as a measure
of the amount of discriminative information possessed by the j-th feature. β can be determined
according to the distribution of the data samples as a user coefficient. In the case where the
distribution within a class is large but the class separability is relatively good, it is preferable
to reduce the value of β, which means a penalty of DjW . We set the value of β to 2 in this
paper. Then, a measurement vector S = [S1, S1, .., Snnew ]T , Sj = (1/σj)[D
j
W −βDjB] of the same
size as nnew is defined and the new input feature vector xSFG is constructed with the features
corresponding to the large Sj . The entire process of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 4.
4 Experimental results and discussion
To show the effectiveness of the proposed method, we applied the proposed method to various
real world problems. Through experiments on face databases and the UCI machine learning
repository [3], we show that the proposed method works effectively for various kinds of low-
dimensional data sets and for low-resolution images.
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Table 1: Datasets from UCI machine learning repository used in the experiments
Dataset No. of classes No. of instances No. of original input f. No. of new input f. (for LDA/BDA)
Breast cancer 2 683 9 40/6
Pima 2 768 8 27/9
Bupa 2 345 6 20/15
Monk3 2 432 6 4/4
Balance 3 625 4 6/2
Wine 3 178 13 28/61
Glass 6 214 9 6/21
Car 4 1728 6 13/20
Table 2: Classification rates for UCI data sets
Feature extraction LDA BDA
DatasetInput features xori xIV S xFG xcom xSFG xori xIV S xFG xcom xSFG
Breast. 95.9 96.0 95.7 96.5 96.0 95.1 95.8 95.3 96.8 95.8
Pima 68.9 69.1 69.8 68.6 70.7 69.3 70.0 69.5 68.7 70.4
Bupa 59.8 59.8 63.7 57.7 64.1 64.1 65.5 62.7 63.7 64.8
Monk3 87.4 100.0 91.2 99.6 99.9 68.6 100 68.4 99.4 99.8
Balance 87.7 87.7 94.1 88.9 99.2 84.3 84.3 85.3 96.3 99.8
Wine 98.7 98.7 96.4 98.7 98.6 98.0 98.8 99.3 98.6 99.7
Glass 61.8 71.2 64.5 71.7 71.5 71.2 77.6 70.0 72.3 70.6
Car 83.5 90.7 91.9 87.3 94.9 95.3 95.3 95.3 87.0 95.5
aver. 80.4 84.1 83.4 83.6 86.8 80.7 85.9 80.7 85.3 87.0
4.1 UCI Machine learning repository
We applied the propose method to several data sets in UCI machine learning repositories.
Brief summaries of eight data sets that have been used in many other studies are given in Table
1. For each data set, we performed 10-fold cross validation 10 times and computed the average
classification rate. Each input feature in the training set was normalized to have zero mean and
unit variance, and the input features in the test set were also normalized using the means and
variances of the training set. The one nearest neighbor rule was used as a classifier and the l2
norm was used to measure the distance between two samples.
LDA and BDA were used to extract the discriminant features from the input feature vectors.
LDA is a supervised learning method that is extensively used in data classification. In addition,
as shown in Table 1, most of the data sets used in the experiments have binary classes, so we
evaluated the classification performance using the BDA developed for one-class problems as well.
We should find ways to extend BDA to multi-class problems in order to apply it to a few data
sets having more than two classes, such as an iris data set, balance data set, glass data set and
car data set. One of the simplest ways [20] to extend the BDA to D-class classification problems
is to construct D data sets with only two classes (positive and negative). In constructing the
i-th data set, the samples from the i-th class are regarded as positive samples, and the rest are
regarded as negative samples. Then, we obtain D feature spaces by applying BDA to each of
these data sets. During the test of a sample, a combined feature vector, which is concatenated
with D resulting feature vectors from D feature spaces as in [19] is used with the classifier. The
necessary parameters for CLDA and CBDA, i.e., the length of a composite vector and the number
of composite features, were set to the values with which each classification method exhibited the
best performance, as in [17].
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Table 2 shows the classification performance using LDA and BDA for new input feature
vectors obtained by applying various methods to input features. The values in the column
corresponding to xori are the classification rates obtained by applying LDA or BDA to the
original data. xIV S are the data samples containing only some input features selected by the
IVS method [8] among the original input features, and xFG are data samples with quadratic
terms added to original input features using Eq. (6). Columns corresponding to xCom are the
results of CLDA and CBDA using a composite vector, which is a subset of input features. For
the last row, the average classification rate of nine data sets was reported for each method.
From the results in the table, the proposed method that selectively generated new input
features (xSFG) provided the best classification performance in most data sets, showing that the
average classification rates were 6.% and 6.3% higher in the LDA and BDA, respectively, than
when using the original input features. The effects of the proposed method are prominent in
the monk3 and balance data sets. In particular, for the balance data set, both the LDA and
BDA classification results showed that when new features were selectively generated using the
proposed method, the classification rate increased by more than 10% when using the original
input features intact. The common characteristic of these two data sets is that the input features
have fewer types of values. In both the monk3 and balance data sets, input feature values can
only be four and five kinds of integers, respectively. In this case, when new features are generated
using the proposed method, not only the dimension of the data but also the kinds of values that
the input feature can have increases, so the data samples can be distributed more effectively in
the feature space. On the other hand, in the case of the monk3 data set, LDA and BDA showed
87.4% and 68.6% of the original input features, respectively. However, when some input features
were removed using the IVS method, both LDA and BDA showed 100%, respectively. This means
that among the original input features, unnecessary features were included that would disturb
the classification. As a result, the performance of xFG, including all quadratic terms generated
by these unnecessary input features, increased slightly (in the case of LDA) or was even lower
than the for xori (in the case of BDA). However, in the case of the selective feature generation
using the proposed method (xSFG), the classification rate can be seen to have increased to nearly
100% because the unnecessary input features were effectively filtered.
4.2 Face database and preprocessing
We also applied the proposed method to a face recognition problem. The FERET, CMU-PIE
database, Yale B, and Yale databases, which are used in the experiments, are widely used in face
recognition research (Table 3, Fig. 2). In order to represent each database’s degree of variation,
we selected an image taken under normal conditions (no illumination and expression variations)
for each subject as a reference image and computed the PSNR of the subject’s other images. As
shown in Table 3, the PSNR of the FERET database is higher compared to the other databases;
thus, the images in the FERET database exhibited a relatively small variation.
For the FERET database, images for 792 subjects were used, and two images (‘fa’, ‘fb’) taken
from the front of each person were used, that is, a total of 1584 images [7]. Of 792 participants,
200 images for 100 subjects were used as training images to evaluate the recognition performance,
and the remaining images for 692 subjects were used as test images. For the test, the ‘fa’ image
was used as a gallery image and the ‘fb’ image was used as the probe image.
Among the frontal pose images of the CMU-PIE database, the ‘illum’ category includes 21
images with different lighting conditions for a total of 68 subjects. In this experiment, we used
21 images for 65 subjects, that is, 1365 images in total, except for images of people who have
some shooting defects or do not include all 21 kinds of illumination variations. We used three
images (‘27_06’, ‘27_07’, ‘27_08’) for each subject, i.e., 195 total images that have a relatively
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Table 3: Characteristics of each face database used for the experiments
Database FERET CMU-PIE Yale B Yale
No. of subjects 992 65 10 15
No. of images per subject 2 21 45 11
Illumination variation none large large small
Expression variation small none none large
Occlusion none none none glasses
No. training / test 200 / 1384 195 / 1170 70 / 380 10-fold CV
Degree of variations (avr.PSNR) 16.9 12.6 12.4 14.1
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Figure 5: Recognition performance for various Nf .
small variation in illumination as training images, and the ‘27_20’ image from the front lighting
was used as a gallery image. The remaining images for each subject (total 65 pieces x17 = 1105
pieces) were used as proof images.
The Yale B database contains images for 10 subjects, and each subject’s image consists of 45
kinds of images with illumination variations. The images are divided into subsets 1, 2, 3, and 4
according to the degree of variation in the illumination. In this experiment, the images for the
subset 1 with less variation in illumination were used as training images and gallery images, and
the images for remaining subset 2, 3 and 4 were used as probe images.
The Yale database contains 165 gray images of 15 subjects, with different facial expressions,
with or without glasses, and under different illumination variations. In order to evaluate the
recognition rates, we performed 10-fold cross validation 10 times and computed the average
classification rate.
For face recognition experiments, facial images should be aligned to have the same size. For
this, the whole face image is cropped based on the distance between the two eyes using manually
detected eye coordinates and is then down scaled to a size of 120×100 [8], and the 60×50, 30×25,
24×20, and 15×12 images are downscaled versions of the 120×100 image again. All images were
pre-processed for histogram equalization [13] and all pixels were normalized to have zero mean
and unit standard deviation [7, 8]. The face recognition rates were evaluated from the 15×12
image (I180), for which the recognition rate decreased sharply in Fig. 2, to IIP12000 which is resized
from the I180 to the 120x100 size via the bicubic interpolation [16], IFG, to which the features
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Figure 6: Comparison of recognition rates for I180, IIP12000, IFG and ISFGNf (proposed method).
generated using Eq. (6) from I180 are added. ISFGNf (proposed) consists of the optimal features
selected by the discriminant distance scale from 16,290 features of IFG. The optimal number of
features (Nf ) is experimentally determined because it depends on the nature of the database [8].
As in Fig. 5, after we investigated the recognition rates by changing Nf , we set Nf to 12290,
10290, 16290, and 14290 for the FERET, CMU-PIE, Yale B, and Yale databases, respectively.
Among the appearance-based face recognition methods, the DCV method was used for feature
extraction and the Fisherface method was used only for I180 where the SSS problem occurred.
The NN (Nearest Neighborhood) method was used as a classifier, and the Euclidean distance
was used as the distance measurement.
Fig. 6 shows the recognition rates for I180, IIP12000, IFG, ISFGNf for various databases. Fig.
6 shows that the recognition rate for the CMU-PIE database and the FERET database was
improved when the image size (i.e., the number of pixels) was increased using the interpolation
method (IIP12000), but in the case of the Yale database, the recognition rate for IIP12000 is less than
I180 because the pixels (input features) generated via the interpolation method have brightness
values estimated from the spatial relationship of adjacent pixels in the existing image, and thus
the generated pixels do not help extract features using linear discriminant analysis. On the
other hand, ISFGNf , which is composed of the selected features by the discriminant distance scale
among features generated in a non-linear way, showed a higher recognition rate than I180 for all
databases.
Compared to IIP12000, the recognition rates of ISFGNf were significantly improved in the CMU-
PIE, Yale B, and Yale databases than in the FERET database. The images of the FERET
database, which have a relatively small variation compared to the CMU-PIE, Yale B and Yale
databases, are less likely to suffer a loss of identity information due to image reduction. Since
the images of the CMU-PIE, Yale B and Yale databases have already lost much of the identity
information in the original image due to the variations such as in illumination and facial expres-
sions, the reduced image (I180) includes many pieces of face identification information as well
as distortion information. Bicubic interpolation uses 16 adjacent pixels in I180 to determine the
brightness value of a new pixel when expanded from I180 to IIP12000, so if any one of the 16 pixels
contains distorted information (variation), the distortion is also reflected in the generated pixels.
Consequently, in the case of the CMU-PIE, Yale B, and Yale databases, the improvement in
the recognition rate through the use of IIP12000 is not large or is rather worse than using I180. In
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contrast, the features generated by using the high order terms of the input features are relatively
low in the distortion ratio of the identity information, and as a result, the recognition rate of
IFG is higher than I180 in all databases. In addition, even if distorted information is included
in the generated features, all features are evaluated using the discriminant distance scale. Using
only features with a high separability based on this (ISFGNf ), an additional improvement in the
recognition rate can be obtained.
5 Conclusions
In pattern recognition problems, data for an object is represented vector composed of input
features. The dimensions of data sample are determined by the attributes of the object samples
are often stored as low-dimensional vectors according to the nature of the problem. Several
discriminant feature extraction methods developed for data classification use statistical correla-
tion of input features, but their performance is limited when the dimension of data is small or
the range of values input features is small. Also, in the case of high-dimensional data such as
image data, the image taken from a high-resolution camera converted into low-resolution image
to reduce the calculation for data processing and effectively use the storage space. However, the
performance may when a low-resolution image is used for recognition due to loss of information
occur reducing the dimension of data. In this paper, we propose an input feature generation
method effectively low-dimensional data to solve these problems. First, by generating high-order
terms of the input features of the low-dimensional data samples, information on the correlation
between the input features used as a new feature candidate group. Then, using the discrim-
inant distance scale, new data samples were constructed with only input features with high
separability by removing the features that are not helpful or obstructive to classification among
the original input features and newly generated features. The experimental results on various
low-dimensional data sets of UCI machine learning repository and several kinds of low-resolution
facial images showed that the classification performance improved by selectively generating input
features using the proposed method.
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